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Harry D. Hall, Birmingham, David C. Salatin, Royal Oak, 
Don R. Sutherland, Mount Clemens, and Clayton J. 
Trible, Berkley, Mich., assignors to General Motors 
Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Delaware 

Filed .lune 24, 1963, Ser. No. 289,903 
10 Claims. (Cl. 22-200) 

This invention relates to die casting and more particu 
larly to a process -for making improved die castings and 
to apparatus for carrying out the process. 

Conventional die casting procedures involve injecting 
molten metal into a die cavity at a relatively high pressure 
in order of 10,000 pounds per square inch by means of a 
piston-like ram. Typically, the molten metal is forced 
through a restrictive sprue passage to cause the metal 
to enter the «die cavity in particulate for-m and at a high 
velocity to facilitate filling of the die cavity. The molten 
vmetal therefore enters the die cavity in a highly turbulent 
state and the high pressure of the injection is relied on to 
compress the molten metal in the die cavity to obtain 
reasonably dense castings. Die casting procedures of 
this type may be of the hot-chamber type, as is typically 
used in zinc die casting, in which the injection mechanism 
or gooseneck is submerged in a mass of molten metal or 
of the cold-chamber type, typically used in aluminum or 
magnesium casting, in which the injection mechanism is 
maintained in an atmospheric environment. The prin 
cipal advantage in the above high pressure type of die 
casting is in the speed with which the castings are made 
since only a few seconds are involved in the entire pro 
cedure of injecting the molten metal-into the die cavity, 
solidification of the casting, and its removal from the 
die. The principal disadvantage of this high pressure 
type die casting is that since as above indicated the metal 
is injected into the dies under high pressures rand general 
ly through a res-tricted sprue opening the metal enters the 
'die cavity in a highly turbulent condition with the result 
that the castings tend to be porous and unsuitable for 
many purposes. Thus, for example, castings made by 
the above-)mentioned high pressure die casting are suit 
able for automotive body hardware, ornamental parts, 
and the like. However, due to the inherent porosity of 
such castings, they are generally unsuitable for making 
cylinder blocks, cylinder heads, pump housings, and the 
like. ’ 

Another well-known type of die casting generally re 
ferred to as low pressure casting involves mounting the 
dies over Van enclose-d pot of molten metal, providing a 
tube or stalk which extends 'from a point within the molten 
metal to the sprue of the die, and subjecting the molten 
metal to a superimposed pressure differential in the order 
of a few pounds per square inch whereby the molten 
metal is forced slowly up into the stalk and thence into 
the die cavity under essen-tially non-turbulent conditions. 
The principal advantage in this type of die casting is that 
a more dense casting is formed. The principal disadvan 
tage resides in the fact that a typical casting cycle req-uires 
a considerable amount of time since the molten metal is 
injected into the die cavity slowly and slow solidification 
is provided to prevent premature solidification of the 
casting in the cavity. 

It is the principal object of this invention to provide 
an improved die casting process whereby highly improved, 
‘dense castings are made 4at a relatively high speed and 
whereby the advantages of prior :art procedures are real 
ized and the disadvantages are eliminated. Another ob 
ject of this invention is -to provide apparatus 4for carrying 
out this process 
These and other objects are carried out by apparatus 
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generally of the cold-chamber type having a novel corn 
bination of machine elements including an enlarged gate 
of suñicient volume to permit non-turbulent passage of 
the molten metal therethrough into the die cavity, ‘a cold 
charnber type shot sleeve, a duplex shot plunger operable 
within the shot sleeve consisting of a relatively small di 
ameter plunger reciprocally operable within a larger di 
ameter plunger of substantially the same 'diameter las the 
shot sleeve, wherein the tip of the smaller plunger is 
adapted to be positioned substantially at the tip of the 
larger plunger in a first position thereof and to extend 
to a longitudinal position substantially beyond the tip of 
the larger plunger in a second position thereof, and hy 
draulic and control means for operating the two plungers 
as a unit when the plungers are in said first position and 
for operating the smaller plunger independently of the 
larger one to obtain said second position. 
The process includes the steps of admitting a measured 

charge of molten metal into the shot sleeve, operating 
the duplex plunger as a unit to move the molten metal 
non-turbulently into the die cavity in the form of a solid 
front, maintaining a relatively high compacting pressure 
on the molten metal by means of the duplex unit until 
a realtively thin shell of molten metal has solidified ad 
jacent the walls of the ̀ die cavity, the gating, and the du 
plex plunger tip to prevent further application of compact 
ing pressure and thereafter actuating the smaller plunger 
independently of the larger one whereby its tip breaks 
through the solidified metal shell adjacent the tip orf the 
smaller plunger to thereby subject the molten core portion 
of the metal in the die cavity to continued high pressure 
and continued filling until'the metal has solidified. 

Preferably, means are provided whereby the actuation 
of the smaller plunger is in response to the pressure built 
up against the larger plunger due to the aforementioned 
solidified metal shell having been formed adjacent the 
plunger and shot sleeve walls thereby preventing the 
larger plunger from subjecting the molten metal in the 
die cavity -to further compression and whereby the solidi 
lication of the casting is not permitted to progress to a 
point which would involve solidification of the core por 
tion of the casting or to a point which would make it dif 
ficult for the smaller plunger to break through the solidi 
fied shell. 

Other objects and advantages will be apparent from 
the following detailed description of the invention, refer 
ence being had to the -accompanying drawings of which: 
FIGURE 1 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of die 

casting apparatus embodying this invention showing the 
dies and injection mechanism in a position just as the die 
cavity is filled with molten metal. 
FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 

die cavity and plunger tip portion of the apparatus at an 
intermediate stage of the process of this invention just 
prior to the actuation of the smaller plunger. 
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view similar 

to that of FIGURE 1 but after the actuation of the smaller 
plunger. 
FIGURE 4 is a view of the apparatus shown in FIG 

URE l together with hydraulic and electrical control ap 
paratus shown in schematic form. 

Referring now to the drawings and particularly to 
FIGURE 1, it will be observed that there is included in 
the fragmentary illustration of the die casting machine a 
cover die 10 and an injector die 12 defining a die cavity 
14 therebetween. The die member 10 is supported on 
the face of a stationary platen 16 by suitable bolts (not 
shown) which in turn is mounted on a base plate (not 
shown). 
The stationary platen 16 also supports one end of each 

of four longitudinally extending tie bars 18, the opposite 
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end of each of the tie bars being supported by a suitable 
upright stationary plate (not shown). 
The movable ejector die 12 is supported on the movable 

platen 20` mounted on the tie rods 18 for longitudinal 
movement thereon. The movable platen 2() is movable 
reciprocally along the tie rods 18 between die open and 
closed positions by means of a toggle device 21 as is well 
known in the art. 

In the space within the movable die 12, there is pro 
vided an ejecting mechanism comprising a head plate 22 
and a plurality of ejecting pins 24. rThe ejecting pins 24 
are each secured at one end of the head plate 22 and are 
slidably received in suitable bores formed in the ejector 
die 12. A plunger 26 has its forward end secured to the 
head plate 22 of the ejecting mechanism and extends rear 
wardly through an axially aligned bore in the die 12 and 
the movable platen 20‘. A bushing 28 having sealing 
rings 30 is provided to prevent leakage through the mov 
able platen about the plunger 26. When the movable 
platen 20 is retracted and closely approaches the limits of 
its rearward movement, the plunger 26 is adapted to en 
gage a stop (not shown) whereby its rearward movement 
is terminated. The continued movement of the platen to 
its rearward limit thereafter results in relative movement 
between the platen 20 and the plunger 26 and between the 
ejector pins 24 and the movable die 12, the front ends 
of the pins being urged outwardly from the face of the 
die to dislodge the casting formed in the cavity. 

Extending snugly through the aligned bores in the platen 
16 and the cover die 10` is a shot sleeve 32 having a verti 
cal extending opening 34 therein for admitting a charge 
of the molten metal into the shot sleeve in any well-known 
manner. An important aspect of the invention resides in 
the provision of a wide gating 36 extending from the end 
of the shot sleeve 32 into the die cavity proper 14. As 
will hereinafter more fully be described, the gating 36 is 
of sutiicient volume so that the molten metalmay be 
moved into the die cavity 14 without significant turbu 
lence. As may be seen from the drawing, the gating 36 
may be initially of the same dimensions as the shot sleeve 
to avoid turbulence as the molten metal changes from 
horizontal to vertical flow into the die cavity. 

Another important aspect of the invention resides in 
a duplex plunger indicated generally as 38 which consists 
of a relatively larger outer plunger 40 snugly and re 
ciprocally received in the shot sleeve 32 and a relatively 
small plunger 42 reciprocally received within a longitu 
dinal bore of the larger plunger 40' centrally thereof. The 
larger plunger 40 is slidably supported on a plurality of 
tie rods 44, each bolted 'at one end thereof to the station 
ary planten 16, 'by means of the flange 45 integrally at 
tached to the plunger 40. To the opposite ends of the 
tie rods 44, there is bolted a hydraulic cylinder 46 in 
cluding a piston stop 47 attached to the end thereof and 
having a piston 48 reciprocally positioned therein. The 
piston 48 is attached to` a connecting rod 50 which is 
slidably mounted on the tie rods 44 by means of the in 
tegral ñange 52. .The flange 52 is connected to the flange 
45 of the plunger 40` by means of the cylinder 54 welded 
thereto whereby the piston 48 is connected to the plunger 
40 by means of the connecting rod 50, the flanges 45 and 
52, and the cylinder 54. The ñanges 45 and 52 have 
aligned bores 4therein which receive the bushings 56 and 
are welded thereto. These in turn slidably receive the 
tie rods 44. The cylinder 54 also forms a hydraulic cyl 
inder including the piston stop 55 attached to the rod 
50, which contains a piston 58 attached to the smaller 
plunger piston 42. 

It will thus be observed that reciprocal motion of the 
piston 48 is operable to move the smaller or inner plunger 
42 and the larger or outer plunger 40 as a unit. On the 
other hand, the reciprocal motion of the piston 58 is 
operative to reciprocate the inner plunger 42 independent 
ly of the motion of `the outer plunger 40. As will be 
hereinafter described, hydraulic and control means are 
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provided for moving the outer plunger 40 Aand the inner 

' plunger 42 in a predetermined sequence in accordance to 
the requirements of the process of this invention. 

Referring to FIGURE 4 an example of suitable hy 
draulic mechanism for practicing the process of this in 
vention includes a gear pump 62 having an input line 64 
connected to an oil sump 66 and an output line 68 con 
nected to a relief valve 69 discharging to the sump; to 
an accumulator 70; to a first line 72 connected to the 
portion of the cylinder 46 -outwardly of the piston 48 
through a flow control valve 73, a two-way solenoid 
operated valve 76, the hydraulic line 79 and the hydraulic 
line 84; and to a second line 78 connected to the portion 
of the cylinder 46 outwardly -of the piston 48 >through the 
flow control valve 80,' the solenoid operated four-way 
valve 82 and the lines 77 and 84. The line 78 is also 
connected to that portion of the cylinder 46 inwardly 
of the piston 48 through the ilow control valve 80, the 
four-way solenoid operated valve 82 and the line 83. 
The outlet 68 of the gear pump 62 is also connected to a 
third line 86 which connects with the portion of the cyl 
inder 54 outwardly of the piston 58 through the four 
way solenoid operated valve 88 and the reducing valve 
98. The line 86 is also connected to the portion of the 
cylinder 54 inwardly of the piston S8 through the lfour 
way valve 88 and the line 89. The portion of the cyl 
inder 46 inward -of the piston 48 is also connected to the 
oil sump 66 through the line 83, the four-way valve 82, 
and the line 81. 'I'he portion of the cylinder 46 outward 
of the piston 48 is also connected to the oil sump through 
line 84, the four-way valve 82 and the line 81. Similarly, 
the` portion of the cylinder 54 inw-ard of the piston 58 is 
connected to the oil sump 66 by means of the line 89, 
the four-way valve 88, and the line 87; and the portion 
of the cylinder 54 outwardly of the piston 58 is con 
nected fto the sump 66 through the line 92, the four-way 
valve 88 and the line 87. The lcharacter and operation of 
the electrical components for operating the hydraulic ap 
paratus will be apparent from FIGURE 4 and the de 
tailed description' of the operation of the mechanism to 
-be made hereinafter. . 

The process of this invention stated generally in terms 
of FIGURES l, 2, and 3 involves ñrst returning the duplex 
plunger 38 to a cycle commencement position in which 
the plunger 40 is withdrawn su?lìciently from the shot 
sleeve to expose the inlet 34. When operated as a unit the 
tips of each of the plungers are substantially aligned to 
form a composite tip of more or less conventional shape. 
A measure charge of the molten metal is poured into the 
shot sleeve which is suñicient to lill the die cavity 14 as 
well as the enlarged gating portion 36 when the plunger 
38 reaches the end of its stroke. Hydraulic fluid is then 
caused to enter the hydraulic cylinder 46 on the side there 
of outward of the piston 48 whereby the duplex plunger 
38 including the outer plunger 40 and the inner plunger 
42 moves as a unit forward toward the die cavity to non 
turbulently move the molten metal into the die cavity 14. 
The volume of the gating 36 and the speed of the duplex 
plunger is such as to provide a lineal velocity through the 
gate not in excess of about 50 feet per second, i.e., a non 
turbulent flow, whereby a solid front of the metal moves 
into and fills the cavity. Just before the die cavity 14 is 
filled with molten metal, additional hydraulic pressure is 
,applied outwardly of the piston 48 where'by a squeeze in 
the neighborhood of 5,00()-l0,000 pounds per square inch 
is applied to the metal in the die cavity 14. The molten 
metal begins immediately to solidify in the die cavity and 
the gating adjacent the metal walls of the die. After the 
lapse of a short period of time in the vicinity of a frac 
tion of a second, a relatively thin layer of the molten 
metal 124 is formed adjacent the metal walls of the die 
within the die cavity 14 as well as the gating 36 and over 
the tip .of the duplex plunger as shown in FIGURE 2. 
The formation of this metal shell prevents the further 
application of pressure by the duplex plunger tip on the 
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molten metal sin-ce this metal shell creates an annular bar 
rier 126 about the periphery of the duplex plunger tip. 
This condition is evidenced by a marked increase in the 
hydraulic pressure developed in the cylinder 46 outwardly 
of the piston 48. Electrical and hydraulic control mecha 
nism is provided to cause this increase in pressure to then 
admit hydraulic pressure into the cylinder 54 outwardly of 
the smaller piston 58 whereby the smaller inner plunger 42 
is caused to move forward and break through the shell 124 
as shown in FIGURE 3 and whereby the core or internal 
molten portions of the casting is subjected to continued 
pressure 4on the order of 10,000 pounds per square inch to 
further feed molten metal into the die cavity to compen 
sate for shrinkage until the molten metal has solidified, 
and thereby produce a high quality dense casting. After 
the metal has solidified, the hydraulic pressure outwardly 
of the smaller piston 58 is relieved and hydraulic pressure 
is applied to the cylinder 54 inwardly of the piston 58 
whereby the smaller plunger 42 is withdrawn from the 
casting. The dies are then opened and the continued pres 
sure of the duplex plunger upon the solidified gating bis 
cuit forces the latter from the cover die 10. Thereafter 
the pressure in the cylinder 46 outwardly of the piston 48 
is relieved and hydraulic pressure is applied inwardly of 
the piston 48 whereby the entire duplex plunger is with 
drawn from the shot sleeve so as to expose the inlet 34 
preparatory to another casting cycle. Withdrawal of the 
smaller plunger 42 prior to the withdrawal of the larger 
plunger 40 is essential to efficiently eject the casting. 

It will be apparent that the process described has a 
number of important advantages. As described above, 
the molten metal is moved into the die cavity slowly and 
non-turbulently in the form of a substantially solid front 
so that atmospheric air in the die cavity is expelled through 
the die vents ahead of the rising front of molten metal 
thus minimizi-ng casting porosity due to air entrapment. 
The slow progressive filling of the die cavity operates to 
seal the die vents and the die parting line crevices at low 
pressure and thus “hashing” (liquid metal escaping from 
the die cavity through the parting line and vents) is 
minimized. Thus, the process is particularly advan 
tageous in producing castings with dies which are some 
what deteriorated lat the parting lines. Further, the 
solid shell 124 is formed substantially at lower pressures 
and the shell functions to contain the molten metal 
within the shell when the high pressure is applied by 
the ñnal squeeze of the larger plunger and the smaller 
plunger thus reducing the necessary die clamping force 
by as much as 50%. Moreover, the high pressures ap 
plied by the smaller plunger causes the shell 124 to lie 
up snugly against the casting cavity to obtain improved 
casting dimensions. A very important aspect of the 
process is that the inner portions of the casting are sub 
ject to continued pressure until complete solidiñcation 
has been substantially completed whereby shrinkage ‘and 
porosity of the casting is minimized. 
The process described may be advantageously practiced 

using the hydraulic and electrical apparatus shown in 
FIGURE 4. At the commencement of a casting cycle, 
the dies 10 ‘and 12 have been closed by actuation of the 
toggle mechanism 21 operated by the usual hydraulic 
means and the duplex plunger 38 has Ibeen moved out 
wardly so that the plunger exposes the shot sleeve open 
ing 34. The shot sleeve is then charged with molten 
metal. At this time, t-he operator moves the switch 96 
to the plunger forward position shown in FIGURE 4. 
In this position of the switch the contact 118 is open 
whereby the large plunger return 4solenoid 119 of the 
four-way double solenoid valve 82 is deenergized where 
by the portion of the cylinder 46 inwardly of the piston 
48 is open to the oil sump 66 through the hydraulic lines 
83 and 81. The contact 102 thereof is closed to prepare 
the circuit of the solenoid 106 of the two-way valve 76. 
The contact 94 thereof is closed and is operative to ener 
gize the forward motion solenoid 98 of the four-way valve 
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6 
82 to open the portion of the cylinder 46 outwardly of 
the piston 48 to hydraulic pressure from the gear pump 
62 through the hydraulic line 78, the flow control valve 80, 
and the lines 77 and 84. The closure of the contact 94 
also energizes the timer 99 to close the normally open con 
tacts 101 and 103 by means of the coil 100 and as will 
be seen is necessary at a subsequent stage of the cycle 
to return the smaller plunger 42 from its forward position. 

Actuation of the solenoid 98 causes hydraulic pressure 
to be admitted into the cylinder 46 through the lines 77 
and 84 whereby the duplex plunger moves relatively 
slowly into the shot sleeve as a unit moving the molten 
metal Iahead of its non-turbulently and with a solid front. 
The flow of hydraulic fluid is controlled by the ñow con 
trol valve 80 to insure a solid till flow Velocity of about 
50 lineal feet per second Or less. As the duplex plungers 
nears the end of its stroke, it closes the limit switch 104 
by the action -of the cam 105 attached to the flange 52 
acting on the switch arm 107. The actuation of the limit 
switch 104 energizes the solenoid 106 of the two-way 
valve 76 whereby the valve opens and additional hydraulic 
fluid with the aid of the accumulator 70 is m-oved into the 
cylinder 76 outwardly of the piston 48 through the lines 
72, 79, and 84. This increases the speed of the duplex 
plunger at the very end -of its stroke and subjects the metal 
in the cavity to an increased filling velocity. Since the 
gating is now submerged, the solid front fill is not dis 
turbed by this increased velocity and the resulting higher 
pressure. 
When the pressure in the cylinder 46 outwardly of the 

piston 84 builds up to pre-set relatively higher pressure 
due to the die cavity having been ñlled and the molten 
metal therein having been compressed, the pressure switch 
108, which is exposed to the pressure in the outward por 
tion of the cylinder 46 through the Iline 85, is closed 
whereby the timer 110, including the coil 112 and the 
contact 113, is energized to close the contact 113. When 
the timer 110 times out, which involves va time delay in 
the neighborhood of a fraction of a second, suñîcient to 
allow the solidification of the layer 124 and 126, the 
timer energizes the solenoid 114 of the four-way valve 
88 through the timer 99 which as described above had 
been closed when the timer 99 was energized. As a con 
sequence, the portion of the cylinder 54 outward of the 
piston 58 is subjected to hydraulic pressure through the 
pressure `reducing valve 90, the line 92, the valve 88 .and 
the line 86 and the smaller plunger 42 is caused to move 
forward and break through the solidiñed shell 124 as 
shown in FIGURE 3 to subject the molten material to 
continued pressure and to cause the shell to lie up snugly 
against the cavity walls and to compensate for metal 
shrinkage. 
A short time before the dies 10 and 12 are to be opened, 

the timer 99 times out thereby de-energizing the solenoid 
114 and energizing the solenoid 116 of the four-way 
valve 88. This causes the hydraulic pressure outwardly 
of the piston 58 to be relieved through the lines 92 and 
87 and for hydraulic pressure to be applied inwardly of 
the piston 58 through the lines 86 and 89. As a result, 
the plunger 42 is caused to be withdrawn from the solidi 
fied casting biscuit and returned to its original position 
las shown in FIGURE 4. Thereafter, other mechanism is 
actuated (not shown) to open the dies and effect ejection 
of the casting by the action of the ejector pins 24 associ 
ated with the bar 22 and plunger 26 in a well-known man 
ner. While the dies are being opened, however, con 
tinued pressure applied by the duplex plunger forces the 
casting biscuit 127 (FIGURE 3) from the cover die. ' 
After the dies are .fully open, the operator‘moves the 
switch 96 to a return position. As a consequence, the 
contact 94 is opened de-en-er-gizing the solenoid 98 and the 
timer 99. As a result, the hydraulic pressure outwardly 
of the large hydraulic piston 48 is relieved. The contact 
102 is opened de-energizing the solenoid 106 and the con 
tact 118 is closed energizing the return solenoid 119 
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whereby hyd-raulic pressu-re is applied inwardly of the pis 
ton 48 through the lines '78 and 83 to return the duplex 
piston to its original position. The return of the piston 
48 to its original position causes `the limit switch 10d to 
«open whereby the cycle is completed. 

It will be understood that the control mechanism de 
scribed above to illustr-ate the invention is a simplified ver~ 
sion of control apparatus which may be used. However, 
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that it is de 
sirable to integrate the operation of the apparatus de 
scribed with the control of the ope-ration of the entire die 
casting apparatus and to install additional control and 
safety features. 
Although the invention has been described in terms of 

a specific embodiment, it will be understood that various 
modiñcations may be made within the scope of the inven 
tion. 
We claim: 
1. The method of die casting comprising the steps of 

moving by means of a plunger »a molten metal mass into 
the cavity of die casting dies through a substantially non 
restricted passa-ge at a velocity such that ya substantially 
solid front of the molten metal enters the die cavity, 
maintaining pressure on the molten metal by means of 
said plunger until substantially only a layer of the metal 
has solidified 4adjacent the said die cavity and passage 
walls to arrest the further application of pressure on the 
molten portions of the meal mass by said plunger, and 
then forcing a second plunger through said layer and into 
the molten interior portion of the metal mass to maintain 
pressure on the molten portions of the mass until it has 
solidified. 

2. The method of die casting comprising the steps of 
moving »a mass of molten metal into the cavity of die 
casting dies through a substantially non-restricted passage 
by means of a plunger comprising a larger plunger having 
a smaller plunger reciprocal therein at a velocity such that 
‘a substantially solid front of the molten metal enters the 
die cavity, maintaining pressure on the molten metal by 
means of said plunger until substantially only a layer of 
the metal has solidified adjacent the die cavity and said 
passage walls to arrest the further application of pressure 
on the molten portions of the metal mass, and then forc 
ing said smaller plunger through said layer into the 
molten interior portion of the metal mass to maintain 
pressure on said interior molten portion until it has so 
lidified. 

3. The method of die casting comprising the steps of 
moving by means of a first hydraulic means operated 
plunger a molten metal mass into the cavity of die casting 
dies through a substantially non-resistricted passage by a 
velocity such that a substantially solid front of the molten 
metal enters the die cavity, maintaining pressure on the 
molten metal by means of said plunger until substantially 
`only a layer of the metal has solidified adjacent said die 
cavity and passage walls to arrest the further application 
of pressure on the molten portions of the metal mass 
by said plunger, and then forcing a second plunger oper 
ated by a second hydraulic means in response to the pres 
sure build-up in said first hydraulic means due to the for 
mation of said layer into the molten interior portions of 
the metal mass to maintain pressure on the molten por 
tions of the mass until it has solidified. 

4. The method of die casting comprising the steps 
of moving a mass of molten metal into the cavity of die 
casting dies through a substantially non-restricted passage 
by means of a plunger comprising a larger plunger having 
a smaller plunger reciprocal therein and .adapted to form 
a portion of the tip of the larger plunger when in a first 
position and to extend substantially beyond the tip of 
the larger plunger when in a second position at a velocity 
such that a substantially solid front of the molten metal 
enters the die cavity, maintaining pressure on »the molten 
metal by means of said plunger until substantially only 
a layer of the metal has solidified adjacent the die cavity 
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and said passage walls to arrest the further application 
of pressure on the molten portions of the metal mass, 
and then forcing said smaller plunger through said layer 
to said second position and into the molten interior por 
tion of the metal mass to maintain pressure on said in 
terior molten portion until it has solidified. 

5. The method of die casting comprising the steps of 
moving by means of a plunger a molten metal mass into 
the die cavity of die Casting dies through a substantially 
non-restricted passage in the form of a substantially solid 
front, said molten metal filling the die cavity progressively 
and filling and freezing in the vents and parting line crev 
ices at it fills the die cavity, then applying a relatively high 
pressure by means of said plunger substantially .at the 
time the die cavity is filled, maintaining said relatively 
high pressure on the molten metal by means of said 
plunger until a layer of molten metal has formed adjacent 
the passage walls to arrest the application of continued 
pressure on Ithe molten interior portions of the metal mass 
by said plunger, and then forcing a second plunger into 
the molten interior of said mass to maintain pressure on 
the molten portions of the mass and continued .feed of the 
die cavity until complete solidification has occurred. 

6. The method of die casting comprising the steps 
of moving at a relatively low velocity by means of a 
plunger a molten metal mass into the die cavity of die 
.casting dies through a substantially non-restricted passage 
lin the form of a solid front, said «molten metal `at said 
low velocity filling the die cavity progressively :and filling 
and freezing in the vents and parting line crevices as it 
fills the die cavity, then increasing the velocity of said 
plunger substantially at the time the die cavity is filled 
to subject the molten metal to a relatively high pressure, 
maintaining said relatively high pressure on the molten 
metal by mea-ns of said plunger until a layer of molten 
metal has formed adjacent the passage walls to arrest 
the further application of continued pressure on the 
outer portions »of the molten mass by said plunger and 
then forcing a second plunger into the molten interior 
of said mass to maintain pressure on the molten portions 
of the mass and continued feed of the die -cavity until 
complete solidification has taken place. 

’7. The method of claim l wherein said second plunger 
is withdrawn from the casting before the dies are opened 
and pressure is maintained on the solidified casting by 
said plunger after Ithe dies are opened to force the por 
tion of the casting within said passage therefrom as the 
dies are opened. 

8. The method of claim 2 wherein the smaller plunger 
is withdrawn from the casting before the dies are opened 
and pressure is maintained on the solidiñed casting by 
said larger plunger after Ithe dies are opened to force 
the portions of the casting within said passage therefrom 
as the dies .are opened. 

9. The method of die casting comprising the steps of 
moving a mass «of molten metal into the die cavity of 
die casting dies through a substantially non-restricted pas 
sage by means of .a plunger comprising a `first larger 
plunger having a smaller plunger reciprocal therein ,and 
adapted to form a portion of the tip of the larger plunger 
when in a first position and to extend substantially beyond 
-the tip of the larger plunger when in a second position, 
said molten metal filling the die cavity progressively 
and filling and freezing in the vents and parting line 
crevices as it fills the die cavity, then increasing the 
velocity of said larger plunger while said smaller plunger 
is in said first position to impose a relatively high pressure 
on the molten metal and to insure complete filling of 
the cavity substantially at the time the die cavity is 
filled, maintaining said relatively high pressure on »the 
molten metal by means of said plungers until a layer of 
solidified metal has formed adjacent said passage walls 
to arrest the application of continued pressure on the 
molten metal portions of the metal mass, and then 
moving said .smaller plunger to said second position 
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thereby forcing said smaller plunger into the molten in 
terior of said mass to maintain continued pressure on 
the molten portions of the mass and continued feed of 
the die cavity until solidification 'has occurred. 

10. The method of die casting »comprising the steps of 
moving a mass of molten metal into a die cavity of die 
casting dies through substantially non-restricted pas-sage 
by means of a plunger comprising a first larger plunger 
-operated by hydraulic means having a smaller plunger 
operated by a second hydraulic means reciprocal therein 
and adapted to form a portion of the tip of the langer 
plunger when in a ñrst position and to extend substan 
tially Ibeyond `the tip of the larger plunger when in a 
second position, said molten metal filling the die cavity 
progressively and ñflling and freezing in the vents and 
the parting line crevices as it ñllsthe die cavity, then 
increasing the velocity of said larger plunger While said 
smaller plunger _is in said ñrst position Ito impose the 
relatively high pressure on the molten metal and to insure 
complete filling of the cavity substantially at the time the 
die cavity is ñ-lled, maintaining said relatively high pres 
sure on the molten metal by means of said plunger until 

10 

10 
a layer of molten metal has formed adjacent said pas 
sage walls to arrest the application of continued pressure 
on the molten metal portions of the metal mass, and 
then moving said smaller plunger in response to the 
pressure build-up in said ñrst hydraulic means due t0 
the formation of said layer to said second position thereby 
forcing said smaller plunger by said second hydraulic 
means into the molten interior of said mass to maintain 
continued pressure on the molten portions of said mass 
and continued feed of the die cavity until solidiñcation 
has occurred. 
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